
Competitor Analysis 
 

Features of a dashboard 

• Layering data in dashboards: (Drag and drop) Move gadget on-top of an existing 
gadget make as a TAB. 

• Interactivity: See the data change dynamically 
• Adding/hiding title bars to identify objects: On hover possibility 
• Quick Switch view: Grid view back to data or bar chart.  
• Widgets: Data in a visual, interactive way. 
• Resizable: 
• Movable: 
• Orderable: 
• Theme able: Change colours 
• Supports Algorithms: Relevant results every time. 
• Filtering:  
• Alerts/Triggers: 
• Responsive: 
• Tab locking: Prevent moving of widgets. 
• Custom app category: 
• User management: control user permissions 
• iframing: Allow iframe/website option. 
• Sliding menu: allows for more space 
• Searchable: 

 

• Actionable Reporting  
• Data Source Types  
• Key Performance Indicators  
• Ad-hoc Reporting  
• Data Tables  
• Managed Reporting 
• Analysis Grid  
• Data Visualization  
• Mashups  
• Analysis in BI  
• Drill Down and Drill Through  
• OLAP  
• Automated Business Alerts  
• Elemental Development  
• Report Building  
• Automated Processes  
• End-User in BI  
• Report Developer in BI  
• Automated Report Scheduling  
• ETL: Extract, Transform & Load  



• Reporting in BI  
• Business Intelligence  
• Geographic or GIS Maps  
• Reporting Performance  
• Comparing Today’s BI Models  
• Heat Maps  
• System Administrator in BI  
• Dashboards & Dashboarding  
• Interactive Data Viewer  
• Text Clouds  
• Data Integration 

 

  



High Productivity: 

Through a simple drag-and-drop process, reports, dashboards, and advanced data 
visualizations can be quickly created and tested. 

 

Quick Integration and Customization: 

Ability to integrate, embed, customize, and extend. 

 

Feature Rich Reporting: 

Analysis features, including interactive dashboards and scorecards, drill-down and drill- 
through reporting, advanced charting, gauges, and GIS maps. It also provides workflows 
including email, schedules, alerts, database management, and database write-backs. 

 

Connection to Any Data Source: 

Connect to any type of data source across multiple applications and databases. Automated 
query building and re-usable data definitions make it easy. 

 

 

1 – Visibility of system status 

 

visibility of system statusWhat does it mean: a website site should inform users as to what is 
going on using ‘appropriate feedback within reasonable time.’ Say for example you are 
entering your credit card details into an online shopping site – you would want to see 
something happening, like “processing your card” rather than waiting for minutes on a blank 
screen, wondering if your card details are being processed or if the website decided to go 
down. 

 

Examples: Progress bars (either in line format or in a “step 1 out of 3″ format), hour glass, 
breadcrumbs, confirmation messages 

 

2 – Match between your site and the real world 

 

match between your site and the real worldWhat does it mean: “speaking the user’s 
language” – what does this mean? It means that the website’s content should be familiar to 
those who are going to be using it. A website about medical information is not going to 
benefit from big flash graphics and jargon like “LOL” or “OMG LOOK AT THIS”, instead this 
medial site would be using clear information, easily accessible lists of information and 
detailed search facilities. A website about power tools will be talking about specifications and 
product sheets, something the Average Joe won’t really care for, but the people who will be 



using those power tools on a day-to-day basis will need to know all that to ensure the tool 
they buy is the right one for the job. 

 

Same goes for navigation, ensuring the navigation is familiar to the people of a certain 
industry or sector is vital for a website’s success. 

 

Examples: File-folder tabs for navigation, correct labels for buttons or text boxes associated 
with the industry / target audience. 

 

3 – User control and freedom 

 

user control and freedomWhat does it mean: this guideline is talking about the navigation 
and items to help a user to find his / her way through the site, be it to find a page or product, 
or to find the way back if they accidentally clicked on the wrong button or link. 

 

The easiest way to find out if your website complies with this point is by asking these three 
questions: 

1.Where am I? 

2.How did I get here? 

3.How do I get back to where I came from? 

 

Examples: “Go back” button, “Undo” button, “Remove from Cart” button, “Close Window” 
button 

 

4 – Consistency and standards 

 

What does it mean: visitors are used to dozens, if not hundreds, of websites before they 
come to your website; as such they will be expecting certain buttons or items to not only 
behave the same way, but also to be called the same. Keeping consistency with similar 
labels and items means that users do not spend their time learning how to use your website 
but to actually go through your website in order to find what they were looking for. After all, 
the competition is only one click away. 

 

Examples: differently coloured links (to some extent), links indistinguishable from copy, 
unconventional navigation, buttons called “find this” instead of “search”. 

 

5 – Error prevention 



 

error preventionWhat does it mean: errors usually occur because of two reasons: we either 
missed something or the instructions were not clear. How often did you fill out a form, 
wondering why it would not let you continue with your order just because your post code had 
a space in the middle or because you did not enter a home telephone number or an 
organisation. Therefore it is important that your website has clear labels and shows which 
items need to be selected or filled out so that these error don’t happen in the first place. 

 

Examples: displaying which fields are mandatory, form validation, giving clear instructions 
during checkout, “Are you sure?” messages, clear labels (i.e. “Checkout”) 

 

6 – Recognition rather than recall 

 

recognition rather than recallWhat does it mean: imagine you are booking a room on a cuise 
ship, but for some reason the map of all the decks is on an entirely different page than when 
you want to book the room. Then you realise the room you wanted is taken – “Okay, I need 
to find another room, which one would I like?….Ah where is the deck plan again??” 

 

It is important to understand the task of the user at hand, and to ensure that all relevant 
information is on the same screen / same page, so that a user does not have to flick 
between pages or windows to find out what they wanted, potentially giving up in frustration 
and going to the competition. 

 

Examples: map on the same page as the room booking, “please select from a list of options” 
drop-down, “Did you mean…” in search results, tool-tips or help icons 

 

7 – Flexibility and efficiency of use 

 

flexibility and efficiency of useWhat does it mean: this one is a bit more difficult to explain – 
originally the Heuristics were written for software use and not web use, and the guideline 
stated that actions requiring a lot of work should have short-cuts, or ways to reduce the work 
for some tasks. On the web, every user can be called a “novice user” on a new website, but 
once you get used to the site and use it more often you start finding short cuts, quick-links or 
(in many cases) you create bookmarks to find content you are using regularly quicker. 

 

Examples: quick-links, “saved searches”, “items you recently looked at”, “save query for 
later” 

 

8 – Aesthetic and minimalist design 



 

What does it mean: this is an interesting one, as hundreds of people are challenging this 
guideline every day. At first glance this statement means that all websites need to be simple, 
clean, sparse – but this is not the case. What this guideline means is that the website should 
look great, powerful, bold, but at the same time the elements of the design should not 
obstruct the function, they should work together and not distract from the actual message / 
call to action required. 

 

Examples: reducing clutter, clear call to actions, no annoying flashing eye-candy 

 

9 – Help users recognize and recover from errors 

 

Help users recognize and recover from errorsWhat does it means: this one is similar to error 
prevention, but this time we are talking about errors that cannot be prevented at times, for 
example 404 pages or non-validating forms. It is important to help the user recover from this 
problem in the easiest way possible, be it a custom 404 page (“we couldn’t find the page you 
were looking for, perhaps one of these pages might help?”) or red boxes around form fields 
that have not been filled out correctly – don’t just tell them that the form is wrong, show them 
where! 

 

Examples: Useful error messages (“Your password is incorrect, please ensure your CAPS 
LOCK key is off”), Form validation highlighting the error field, related links (“Did you 
mean…”) 

 

10 – Help and documentation 

 

Help and documentationWhat does it mean: again, this is something coming from the 
original software-related reasons for the guidelines, but these are important nontheless. 
Many online booking or enquiry websites have become so powerful and so complicated at 
sometimes users do not know what to click, what to enter or where to go. Items such as help 
icons, clear labels and advanced searches might already help a great deal, and how-to 
tutorials are even better, provided they are clear, concise and designed / written to answer a 
specific problem. 

 

    


